Debugging in Programming as a Multimodal Practice in Early Childhood Education Settings
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Abstract: The aim of this article is to broadly elaborate on how programming can be understood as a new teaching scope in preschools, focusing specifically on debugging as one of the phases involved in learning to program. The research question How can debugging as part of teaching and learning programming be understood as multimodal learning? has guided the analysis and the presentation of the data. In this study, and its analysis process, we have combined a multimodal understanding of teaching and learning practices with understandings of programming and how it is practiced. Consequently, the multidisciplinary approach in this study, combining theories from social sciences with theories and concepts from computer science, is central throughout the article. This is therefore also a creative, explorative process as there are no clear norms to follow when conducting multidisciplinary analyses. The data consist of video recordings of teaching sessions with children and a teacher engaged in programming activities. The video material was recorded in a preschool setting during the school year 2017–2018 and consists of 25 sessions of programming activities with children, who were four or five years old. The results show how debugging in early childhood education is a multimodal activity socially established by use of speech, pointing and gaze. Our findings also indicate that artefacts are central to learning debugging, and a term ‘instructional artefacts’ is therefore added. Finally, the material shows how basic programming concepts and principles can be explored with young children.
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1. Introduction

As the society is transformed by the digitalization, there is a need to understand the underlying basics that are driving this change, as well as the possibilities and challenges involved. As a consequence, countries all over the world are adding digital competence, computer science or computing to their national curricula in order to give children this opportunity. Other concepts and terms are also used to describe the skills and knowledge needed in a digitalized society, such as computational thinking, ICT (information and communication technology) skills, the Swedish term MIK (media and information literacy) and digital literacy. The concept that has won ground in several countries during recent years is digital competence, which is commonly considered important for all citizens in our current and future society. The European Commission defines digital competence in the DIGCOMP framework [1], which has five main competence areas (information and data literacy, communication and collaboration, digital content production, security, problem solving). These areas, in turn, consist of 3–6 more detailed competences.

Digital competence can hence be seen as a broad and versatile area, which many countries, including Sweden and Finland, have now included in their national curricula for primary and lower secondary schools. For instance, in Sweden, digital competence has been added to the curriculum...
for all educational levels—starting with early childhood education (ECE), throughout comprehensive education all the way up to upper secondary schools (grades 10–12). The Swedish National Agency for Education (in Swedish ‘Skolverket’) describes digital competence based on four aspects: (1) understanding how the digitalization affects our society, (2) being able to use and understand digital tools and media, (3) having a critical and responsible attitude towards technology, and (4) being able to solve problems and implement ideas with technology [2]. When describing programming, which is part of digital competence, Skolverket points out that programming is more than merely producing code. Rather, they argue, that programming should be seen as a problem-solving process, which can also be used to create new things, simulate phenomena as well as for controlling devices and systems. In addition, they point out that programming also has democratic dimensions. Taking such a broad view on programming, they conclude that programming should be seen as part of all four aspects of digital competence.

The Swedish government has also decided on a national digitalization strategy for the Swedish school system. The strategy states that all children and pupils at all school levels should be given the opportunity to develop an adequate level of digital competence. The government also emphasizes the need for studying the impact of digitalization on teaching and learning, in particular, as a means to support the development of school practices. This is a crucial aspect, as Swedish school legislation requires that all teaching is based on scientific grounds and proven experience. This is also one of the reasons why it is important to conduct research on new issues that arise in ECE.

An increased focus on digital competence, including the introduction of programming, in early ages is, however, still a rather new phenomenon. Consequently, there is not much previous research neither in Sweden nor internationally. For instance, we have not been able to find any study similar to the one we present here, and a review of the international literature in general on programming in ECE revealed only a few studies. Still, many preschools add programming to their everyday practice, despite the lack of supportive research and previous comprehensive experience. The rationale for doing so is multi-faceted. On the one hand, programming can be seen as a didactic tool for developing digital skills and computational thinking in different ways in preschool. Programming in preschool can also be a means of finding new ways for learning, motivating the children and increasing their interest and curiosity [3]. Children’s learning and development form the basis on which planning, implementation and evaluation is designed and carried out.

In this article, we present the results from a study aiming at contributing to filling the research gap on programming in early ages. In particular, this study contributes to the knowledge base on aspects that need to be considered when planning and carrying out programming related teaching activities in a preschool setting. We have analysed video material collected during programming activities in a group of four- and five-year-olds in a Swedish ECE setting during the school year 2017/2018. Programming as an activity includes different phases and can be seen as a complex problem-solving process. In order to conduct a deeper analysis of what goes on during children’s programming activities, it is therefore worthwhile to focus on a specific part of the programming process.

We have chosen to focus on debugging and how it unfolds and is carried out in an ECE context, as “the desire to correct the parts that is [sic] keeping their program from working correctly creates an ideal situation to develop a broad set of interconnected skills such as problem articulation, team working, persistency, and other key abilities” [4]. Debugging can hence be seen as a problem-solving activity, which involves exploration, observation, communication and reflection. These are all important elements at preschool level according to the Swedish curriculum: “Children learn through play, social interaction, exploration and creation, but also through observation, communication and reflection” [5] (p. 5). Being able to debug program code as well as to read and trace existing programs have also received particular attention in research on novice programming (e.g., [6,7]), and are considered crucial skills for learning to program.

The aim of the study is to broadly elaborate on how learning programming can be understood as a new activity in preschools. Our main research question (RQ) is the following:
How can debugging as part of teaching and learning programming be understood as multimodal learning?

We begin by discussing previous research and the theoretical perspectives related to teaching and learning programming in early ages. Next, we present the methodology used in our study, after which we present and discuss our results. The paper is concluded with some final remarks.

2. Programming in Early Ages

Introducing programming at an early age is not new (see e.g., [8,9] for examples of effort to teach programming in the 1980s), but one can argue that programming at this level lacks theoretical concepts connected to learning. Papert and colleagues introduced the LOGO programming language already in 1967 as a tool for children to learn to program. Papert [10] argued that technology should not be used to process children, but rather that children should learn to manipulate, expand and use technology in projects, thereby learning to understand and control their world. Papert’s programming language LOGO is often associated with a turtle that was controlled by simple command, and many of the programming tools and environments developed for young learners today are based on the same principles (e.g., simple robots such as Bee-Bot and Blue-Bot, apps such as Kodable and Lightbot).

In preschools, the goal is not to teach programming as an intrinsic or separate subject. At preschool level the aim is also to focus on the other abilities that you train while engaging in programming activities, such as algorithms, logical thinking and debugging, as well as on the opportunities to use programming as a tool for being creative and making things as programming—by nature—is a creative activity [11]. These abilities are often collected under the umbrella term computational thinking (CT), which was introduced by Papert [12] almost 40 years ago but has received particular attention during the last 10 years, following an influential article by Wing [13]. Wing emphasizes the importance of learning strategies and skills, which help us use computers for what they are good at, so that we, humans, can focus on what we are good at. While CT is often framed around a set of concepts, research has shown that this is not sufficient to represent student’s learning: rather CT is also about practices (experimenting and iterating; testing and debugging; reusing and remixing, and; abstracting and modularizing) as well as perspectives (expressing, connecting, and questioning) [14].

As mentioned above, the research base on programming in early ages is still rather limited. International studies on programming at preschool level emphasize the knowledge areas that children develop when engaging in activities related to robotics and programming. In a meta study, Toh et al. [15] found that this type of activities develop children’s cognitive, conceptual, linguistic and social skills by focusing on, for instance, problem solving, logical thinking, collaboration and a structured way of working and presentation. Bers et al. [16] found that children from the age of four can take in programming instruction and develop their problem-solving skills related to computational thinking, coding and robotics.

While programming per se can be seen as an abstract activity, physical artefacts such as robots make the activity more concrete while simultaneously also encouraging collaboration around the programming task at hand. Bateman, Carr and Gunn [17] discuss how objects in children’s learning environments are crucial for children’s learning and how technological objects work as ‘physical props’ supporting learning processes (cf. [18]). Levy and Mioduser [19] describe how children explore the possibilities of the robot in a playful and curious manner. They also show how this, for instance, resulted in children making plans and predictable actions in order to make the robots act in a desired way. Sullivan et al. [20] show how children can design, build and program robots after a limited time of instruction. This could imply that children are susceptible to more than merely very basic instruction in programming. Sullivan et al. [20] go on to discussing how these results could aid in developing programming instruction, for instance by integrating it with mathematics and using programming for language development.

In another study, Kazakoff et al. [21] show how sequencing, which can be considered an important skill in both mathematics and early reading comprehension, can be developed through programming.
They also discuss how the sequencing skills needed when programming can be supported by children’s ability to think in terms of sequences as a result of their experience from stories, which commonly build on a sequence of events. The corresponding sequential way of working is one of the fundamental concepts in programming, together with conditionals (making it possible for a program to do different things based on the current situation) and repetitions (making it possible to repeat a part of the program several times).

In addition to the focus on concrete and physical artefacts, research on programming for younger children also highlight creativity and play as important components. The design rationale behind the popular programming environment ScratchJR has been to create an easily accessible environment, where young children can, for instance, create their own digital stories [22]. Many programming applications build on gamification, that is, features used in games aiming at, for instance, increasing the motivation to use the app [23]. This also holds for the programming apps developed for or suitable for young children.

Digital tools are a natural part of children’s everyday life, both at home and at preschool. As always when choosing an activity, tool or teaching approach, it is important to have a clear focus and goal. For instance, Palmér and van Bommel [24] point out that it takes thorough planning for the teaching activities to focus on the content at hand (in their case mathematics) and not technology per se. Cejka et al. [25] show the importance of teachers receiving appropriate and sufficient professional development in order to be able to develop content and form for introducing programming to younger children.

3. Theoretical Framework

When studying new and contemporary phenomena in school practice, there is often a need for combining several theoretical perspectives in order to grasp a feature, as the use of several perspectives can provide a deeper understanding of the partly unknown practice. In this study, we focus on programming in ECE, which is a practice that consists of aspects of both learning, meaning making, technology, digitalization and design. The study is hence interdisciplinary to its nature, and theoretical perspectives from these different domains are needed in order to be able to describe and analyse programming in this specific context in as good a way as possible. When knowledge development is in an initial phase, it is typically the case that several theoretical inputs are needed to establish a knowledge area.

In this study, and its analysis process, we have combined a multimodal understanding of teaching and learning practices with understandings of programming and how it is practiced. The research is interdisciplinary as it combines theories from social sciences with theories and concepts from computer science; this is central throughout the article. The study is therefore also a creative, explorative process as there are no clear norms to follow when conducting multimodal analyses.

Multimodality is here seen as a relevant analytical tool and perspective in order to deeper understand the interaction and communication going on in the sequences of teaching and learning programming [26,27]. Multimodal perspectives can contribute to analytically describing how teaching and learning as a social phenomenon is established as meaning making processes. This can be done by creating modal complexes where meaning making in a social semiotic understanding implies learning [26,28–30]. Modal complexes are never arbitrary, but vary extensively in social practice and need to be empirically studied in relation to different aspects of social life, such as teaching and learning. Empirical studies such as this one, of how modal complexes are constituted, can present the complexity of social life, and also the complexity of ECE and learning—not putting verbal or written language in the center of how communication is realized.

Pahl [31] argues that a multimodal lens on children’s literacy can reveal and open up new and widened ways to look at children’s lives. A multimodal lens can even result in children’s activities being considered more relevant and accurate, compared to if analysis focused on verbal or written language only. Pahl’s [31] research further emphasizes how language and multimodal creation of texts
become intertwined communicational activities for children. This is also brought up by Stein [32] in her studies on children’s creation of multimodal practices. Both Stein [32] and Pahl [31,33] argue that multimodal analysis can create a deeper understanding of children’s meaning making.

Within this approach children’s meaning making is visible through communication and interaction, and how children use modes within communication and interaction. The focus in this study is on understanding how modes shape communication and vice versa within teaching and learning programming. Modal complexes that are created in communication are here related to a given content, that is, programming. The modal complexes are, as already mentioned, never arbitrary and need to evolve in different contexts where different content is in focus. This process involves transcribing and interpreting what is happening in an ECE setting around programming. Language proficiency through verbalization and written language use is not seen as the center of these processes. Instead the modes used for the task at hand become an empirical question to be answered: what modes are central to children?

We find it particularly suitable to use a multimodal perspective of learning and meaning making when the aim is to understand teaching and learning programming in ECE, since speech and written language is not necessarily the focus of young children’s communication, nor in programming. Children of this age might not have learnt the norms around spoken and written language, in line with previous studies [34], which show how spoken and written languages are not the central communication means used in preschool.

By applying a multimodal perspective on programming in an ECE setting and focusing on a given aspect of the programming practice (debugging), we can gain insight into how children’s processes around debugging are constituted and what multimodal processes take place when they are engaged in these activities. Multimodality is in this sense both a means and a result, but the result is never pre-given.

4. Study Settings

4.1. Study Context and Design

The study was conducted in the context of a Swedish preschool, that is, ECE for ages 1–6. In order to address our research question, we have analyzed video recordings from teaching sessions at a preschool unit in a mid-size Swedish municipality. We chose this particular unit, as it has two teachers, who are very interested in teaching programming. This can naturally also be argued to lead to potential bias, but since programming in early ages is still not very common and lack a research foundation, we do not consider the teacher selection a problem. In order to get reliable data, we needed to find engaged teachers that were committed to work systematically over a longer period of time.

The research has been designed as a case study. According to Jensen and Sandstorm [35], case studies should develop and generalize theories, resulting in a so-called analytical generalization. They argue that “an analytical generalization is based on the ability of one or more concepts to understand or explain events (or activities, processes) in different contexts” (p. 64). In this research, the concepts central to understanding the events and activities found were programming and debugging at preschool level. Jensen and Sandstrom [35] also point out that complex phenomena that are investigated should be contemporary and understood through concrete events. We see programming as a contemporary phenomenon and we try to deepen the understanding of how programming is a social practice by analyzing concrete events. Therefore, the case study strategy has been appropriate in relation to the aims and research question in this study and we argue that the results can be analytically generalizable.

When comparing our study with previous research, the studies by Levy and Mouser [19] and Sullivan et al. [20] share similar designs. These studies can hence be used as a basis for discussing our results and our study can also to some extent be seen as a replication of their studies. These studies have a participant oriented design focusing on how preschool children interact with and are susceptible
to different types of instruction in programming (mostly through robots) both considering content and form.

4.2. Data Collection

The data consist of video recordings of teaching sessions with children and a teacher engaged in programming activities. The activities are both analogue (also called unplugged activities), such as programming using verbal instructions or cards, and tasks that involved some digital equipment, such as small robots (Bluebots) and iPads.

The video material was recorded in the preschool during the school year 2017/2018. The video material consists of 25 programming sessions with preschool children, who were four or five years old. Since the preschool group had around 18 children, and all were not always present, there are some differences in who participates in the recordings. The children participate in the video sequences in smaller groups, ranging from pairs to groups of eight children. All in all, the video material is about 30 h long. One of the authors of this publication took care of recording the sequences at the preschool once a month, whereas the preschool teachers, guided by the researcher, recorded the other sequences. The collaboration between the researcher and the teachers was smooth. The teachers were instructed to (1) record the videos as close up to the children as possible, (2) try to get as many children as possible in the recording and (3) make sure that speech would be audible.

4.3. Analysis Process

The analysis was carried out in several steps. First, all video recordings were watched several times, with our research question in mind, in order to get an idea of the width of the data. The process of watching, taking notes, and then watching certain parts again followed, and can be seen as a process quite similar to reading interview transcripts when using interview as research method. A video recording can be seen as a form of text that shows us as researchers different aspects of a social practice. The notes constituted codes for parts of the data related to the content of the sessions and the debugging practice involved.

After watching the video recordings several times, tentative patterns were shaped as ideas of how to analytically describe both the teaching sessions in general, and the debugging situations found in these sessions in particular. We discussed the patterns found and ended up with two main themes, which make it possible to categorize and understand children’s debugging activities. With these themes in mind we watched some of the video recordings once again, in order to reformulate or reshape the themes if necessary. The clearest pattern that we saw in the video recordings was how debugging was carried out differently in analogue and digital teaching sessions. One notable difference was that debugging was done more clearly and frequently when children were engaged in digital programming compared to analogue programming. The two main themes, exhibiting the largest differences in how debugging was carried out were therefore analogue and digital debugging practices and within this we elaborate on teacher initiated/driven debugging and child initiated/driven debugging. We will present and discuss these further in the results part. In order to make it easier to present and discuss our findings, we chose to transcribe one digital and one analogue session. In the first one, the teacher and children use paper cards to program a dressing robot, while the second session involves programming a floor robot (Bluebot).

When we had rewatched the material, we selected the sessions that were to be transcribed in more detail. This was done by focusing on the modes that we had found were most active in the sessions during our previous analysis. We interpreted the most recurring modes as the most active ones for children to shape meaning in this learning context. These modes were gaze, body posture, pointing and verbal language. Within this we noticed a very active use of artefacts, and we have chosen to consider the artefact as a particularly central affordance [28,29] in the constitution of the teaching sessions. Out of the many sessions that could have been selected, we chose the ones where the teacher’s and the children’s speech, faces, use of modes and artefacts were clear in the recordings. The purpose of the
transcripts is to exemplify how debugging is constituted multimodally and how debugging in teaching and learning programming can be considered one of the core processes of teaching and learning programming in ECE settings [36]. The transcripts and videos were rewatched by both researchers, who then discussed the material and the interpretations in order to make sure that no aspects were missed as well as to agree on potential uncertain excerpts.

The selected sessions were examples that could function as representations of the most common theme/category that we found in the material with regards to debugging. One video recording can, however, never represent another, so with that in mind, the transcription took place.

4.4. Transcription Process

The transcription was conducted with a close focus on the research question. That is, we have not followed a certain transcript convention, but rather decided to create the transcripts to meet the needs of the aim and the research question of this study. The symbol “[” represents overlapping use of modes.

According to Bucholz [37], the transcript should “respond to the contextual conditions of the transcription process itself, including the transcriber’s own expectations and beliefs” pointing out how the context of transcription is central to the transcription itself. Bucholtz continues saying that there is no neutral transcription, as it always occurs in a context and is framed by a research interest, while also always being political. As a researcher, transcription is easily considered neutral because it is merely a matter of making a “copy” of what happens, from spoken or communicated language, to the writing. This is, however, an incorrect assumption according to Bucholtz, as every decision in an analysis process affects the outcome. The transcript always has evidence that choices have been made regarding interpretations of what is being transcribed, Bucholtz says. The transcript is always an interpretation, a translation—not a “copy”.

Transcriptions are “partial representations” [38] (p. 173). These representations also make it possible to interpret and highlight certain meanings to a higher extent, while others are left behind. This is based on choices and decisions made in the transcription process. Green, Franquiz and Dixon (1997) also emphasize how linearly transcribed transcripts risk making reality more logical and reasonable than it actually is.

In a research review compiled by Davidson [39], she shows how transcription is an overlooked part of qualitative research and argues that this can have a negative impact on reliability and validity. Oliver, Serovich & Mason [40] highlight the same concern and say that the dilemma of seeing transcripts as something behind the stage is that they are not seen as an important part of qualitative analyses. Witcher [41] points out how the transcription process is a process of negotiation on many different levels. The listening may affect small and large decisions taken in the analysis phase, but these decisions should potentially have been taken already during the transcription phase.

In this study, transcripts are not seen as neutral descriptions of the data, but as means of bringing forward certain aspects of programming (debugging) and how it is taught and learnt in ECE. The transcripts are important parts of the analysis, since they make it possible to discuss aspects at a micro level. In a new area where there is a lack of “established knowledge” we argue that it is important to be able to conduct analysis at a detailed level, close to a form of reality, in order to shape a common understanding of a phenomenon. The transcripts help us make analytical descriptions and analytical generalizations as a way of shaping such a common understanding. This is also close to a multimodal understanding of meaning making, which is the basis for our study. This inevitably means that an analytical description is part of the analysis of social practice, and transcripts need to be created in relation to the research questions in order to carry out the analysis [42].

4.5. Ethical Considerations

The study follows the Swedish Research Council’s principles of research ethics. All research that involves people in Sweden is always based on the “individual protection requirement” [43]
which means that research that in any way leads to mental or physical damage, violations or humiliation must not be conducted. This requirement also includes the right to privacy without transparency in the personal circumstances of the individual.

The Swedish Research Council [44] has four main requirements concerning research ethics to ensure that research is conducted in line with these principles: information requirement, consent requirement, confidentiality requirement and the anonymity requirement. In this study, we have fulfilled these requirements by informing all participants (the municipality, teachers, legal guardians and children) about the study, what it is about, and how it would be conducted. All teachers have given their consent to participate and to be video-recorded. All legal guardians have given their consent to the video recording, and they have also been informed about the possibility to cancel their child’s participation at any time without explanation. The written consent documents are stored at the university. Researchers on site also ask children at the time of recording. Children are also encouraged to give their consent during video-recording by indicating if they do not want a session to be recorded, or if they want it to be stopped (cf. [44]). They have been instructed to do this either use verbal language, a hand gesture indicating “stop” or to move out of the picture or room without notice. Children’s signals were readily interpreted, also when watching the video-recordings. Children can in different ways show that they do not want to be included, and as researchers we are aware of this throughout the process. The confidentiality requirement and the anonymity requirement refer to confidentiality and anonymity regarding the participation in the research study. All material has been anonymized during the analysis and publication of the research results. The researchers do not have any list of the children, preschool teachers or legal guardians, which is one way to guarantee anonymity in the material. The collected material is only used for research purposes. All of these considerations have been followed rigorously and with accuracy when conducting this study.

5. Results

The results are presented in two main sections. The first section is a general analytical description of the results from the perspective of debugging as part of teaching and learning programming. The second section presents the result of an analysis of how debugging is carried out in analogue and digital programming sessions. In this context, we analyze how debugging can be understood as a multimodally constituted learning process.

5.1. Children Learning Programming—General Observations on Debugging Practice

The analysis of the video recordings shows how programming as something to learn, creates great interest amongst the children, illustrated by children’s patience and willingness to follow the teacher’s instructions and the content covered. Even though the children do not formulate what they do as learning, in multimodal terms programming activities can be said to create meaning making instances, with intense modal activity. The children do this through a continuation of use of modes related to the content of the sequence and related to each other, wanting to engage both with the content and their peers. One can understand this as a way of trying to include each other in the sequence.

The material also shows that pointing, gaze direction, body posture and verbal speech are the most central modes used in the communication in the videos. The programming content of the sequences is often centered around one or several artefacts, which are used to illustrate or support teaching and/or learning. Throughout the recordings, the modes mentioned are related to an artefact that is being programmed. In multimodal terms the artefacts become affordances for the creation of modes and of meaning making. In the video material of analogue programming sessions, the artefacts used are, for instance, Lego blocks, magnets, musical instruments, cards with given pictures etcetera. The modes used by children and teacher are centered around the artefact.

Some of these artefacts have an instructional purpose, that is, the artefacts are used to build the program. In programming terms these are called instructions, which are put together step-by-step in order to create a program that solves a given problem or task. For instance, arrows can be used
to indicate directions while cards with pieces of clothing can indicate what garment to put on. The instructional artefacts can be used to program another person, but also other artefacts. For instance, arrow cards can be used to program a toy figure’s way forward in a maze and clothing cards can be used to program the way in which to dress a doll. Here the toy and doll are also artefacts, but they are programmable, not instructional. Instructional artefacts are a way of formalizing actions and hence make up simple programming languages. The symbols used are concrete representations of what is represented as, for instance, abstract symbols or text instructions in regular programming languages.

5.2. Debugging in Practice

The video material shows how debugging is carried out in a playful manner with laughter and play. In addition, we have found several ways in which to more systematically describe how debugging is carried out. Firstly, debugging is sometimes hard to code in a video recording due to the complexity of debugging as a phenomenon. In the first video sessions, debugging is mostly initiated by the teacher using verbal speech. Later on, when the children have learnt some programming practice, they are also more likely to initiate debugging themselves by pointing out problems in the solution or the proposed solution. In the excerpts below we see how debugging can be initiated and driven by both the teacher and the children.

Debugging is also done both directly or indirectly. An example of direct debugging is, for instance, when somebody states that there is an error (“oh, something went wrong”) or when a programming related concept such as a bug is introduced (“what we have here now is called a bug”). Indirect debugging, on the other hand, happens for instance as the teacher uses a question in order to get the children to realize that there is a problem in the solution. The teacher can, for example, ask “what should we do instead to get there?” with ‘instead’ being the signal that tells the children that there is an error in the program. Other ways of indirectly notifying children of an error is, for instance, pointing, raising an eyebrow or by using a body posture that directs children’s attention in a certain direction. This indirect way of trying to get the children to see or recognize a problem is also a strategy that the teachers use to teach children.

Our analysis indicates that debugging should be viewed as a process when learning to program, going from teacher initiation to children’s discovery of errors. In this process, being able to recognize, understand and correct the error is important.

In the following, we describe in detail two particular cases from the video recordings. The first case illustrates how debugging is carried out in an analogue programming activity, whereas the second one illustrates the same in a digital activity using a robot. The analysis is based on the research question, that is, how debugging as part of teaching and learning programming can be understood as multimodal learning. As solutions are the results of the debugging process, we chose to also include these when describing the case studies.

Case 1: Dressing a robot using analogue programming

Seven children are sitting outdoors together with their preschool teacher Tove. Tove and the children sit on seat cushions in a ring formation on asphalt (See Figure 1). Tove has a set of cards illustrating different pieces of clothing, and she starts showing these cards, one at a time, to the children. The children collectively call out what the card shows, by shouting for instance shoes, pants, hat, and so on. Tove then goes on to tell the children that they are to develop a program that will show a robot how to dress when going outdoors. They will test the program by following the instructions themselves in order to see whether the program makes them put the clothes on in the right order. Tove uses the cards to show the children one piece of clothing at a time. Which one should they put on first? The children start building a sequence by making suggestions on what pieces of clothing to put on next.
The video is 12 min long. When identifying places where debugging took place in the video we found three sequences (about 4 min in total), and we have chosen to transcribe and present parts of these three specific sequences.

**Sequence 1:** The children have decided to first put on the hat and then the t-shirt, and Tove has placed the respective cards in the corresponding order in the middle of the ring. She now picks up the next card, which has underpants on it. At this point one child, Anders, objects to the programming done so far.

Anders: We [should put on the underpants first.

[Tove bends over as she prepares to lay down a new card]

[Anders starts to bend towards the middle of the ring]

Tove: [sits back up

[Should we take the underpants first?]

Anders: Mmm.

Tove: Why do you think so?

Anders: When I’m [at home, I always take on the underpants first.

[continues to bend towards the middle of the ring]

When Anders realizes the mistake he changes his body posture in order to get closer to the program that he feels needs to be corrected, that is, the card sequence. This particular debugging excerpt is *child-initiated* and *child-driven*; that is, one of the children reacts to something being wrong in the program, explains why he thinks this is wrong and at the same time offers a solution. They then go on to discuss this a bit further and decide to put on the underpants next, since they have already decided on some steps in the program, and putting on the underpants next works fine with this order. The debugging process initiated by Anders hence led to a *negotiation*, where the participants jointly decided what to do.

**Sequence 2:** The children have now decided on a sequence of four cards: hat—t-shirt—underpants—trousers. They now suggest that the next card should have panties on it.
Tove: If we start the robot and he gets dressed—will he get all the clothes?
Children: Yeeees!
Tove: Will he?
Children: Yeeees!

Tove then simulates the programming, by first point to the current card sequence on the ground and then stepping through the program by making gestures of first putting on the hat, then the t-shirt, underpants and trousers. The children repeat the gestures at their own pace. After simulating the execution of the program so far, Tove looks skeptically at the children and asks “Can we put on the panties now?” The children shout “yeeees . . . noooo. Yeeees!”.

Tove: So you usually have [hat, t-shirt, underpants] first, then the trousers and then [the panties?]
[claps her thighs]

Child 1: I usually put on my panties first.
Tove: Aaa, [exactly]
[makes a gesture towards the child]
Child 2: I usually put on my underpants first.

Tove: I think we’ll do like [this]
[bends over, places the panties next to the underpants]
Because this depends on whether you are a girl and have panties, or if you are a boy and wear underpants. So, we can have them in the same place, then we will take the trousers.

This debugging sequence is both teacher-initiated and teacher-driven. The children propose a next step that does not make sense to the teacher Tove, so she reacts and starts to ask questions, which may get the children to see the problem in their suggestion. When they still stick to the suggested next step (most likely because they think it would be a fun thing to do), Tove makes the error visible by executing the program and thus showing the problem in a very explicit and concrete manner. At this point, a child starts taking part in the debugging process, as she notes that Tove puts on the panties first. As another child responds that he puts on the underpants first, Tove solves the problem, by stating that this depends on whether you are a girl or a boy, and that these cards therefore can be placed next to each other. From a computer science perspective, they have now run into a situation where the “normal” (sequence) instruction is not enough. They now also need another fundamental type of programming concept, namely conditionals (if-statement), which make it possible for a program to do different things depending on whether a given condition (for instance, “the robot is a girl”) is true or not.

Sequence 3: After having decided on the panties, the children collectively decide to put on a jacket, shoes and mittens. Next up the children suggest socks, which turns out to be problematic. Tove states “But then we have a problem, I think we have programmed wrong”. At this time, the children all sit quietly paying attention. Tove goes on to describe the problem of putting on the socks at this point. She places the socks card at the end of the card sequence, after the shoe card and then looks at the children. Next, she asks if they can put on socks on top of the shoes and illustrates this by bringing out her foot as in trying to put a sock on top of the shoe. Some children also make the same gestures. The children then laugh and says nooo. Tove agrees: “No, that cannot be done.” Some children start moving around and sit up straight.
Child 3: I usually put it there!

[the child gets up and goes forward to point at the place in the card sequence where the socks should be]

Tove: So before the shoes

[takes the socks card in order to move it]

[the child still stands there, points towards where the card should be]

[Socks there!]

You can place it here

Child: No, there

[again points at the same place as before]

Tove: We need to simply switch places

[switches the places so that the socks end up where the child wanted them]

Tove then summarizes what they have done “We should have trousers, socks and then the jacket. Then the shoes and then the mittens.” To finish the session, they all test the program by acting as robots dressing according to the instructions.

This debugging sequence is teacher-initiated but child-driven. The teacher points out the problem, but the suggestion for how to solve it comes from the children.

In addition to pointing out the difference between who initiates and drives the debugging process, the above sequences also indicate that the understanding and thereby also the solutions to analogue programming activities, particularly in familiar domains, can vary greatly. Due to the background and experiences of the people involved, what is true for one person might not be true for someone else. Debugging in this type of tasks thus takes the form of a negotiation, rather than the that of seeking a given right (or wrong) answer.

Case 2: Maths, the Bluebot and digital debugging—‘bombs’ as ways of teaching debugging

Two children, let us call them Frida and Oskar, are sitting together with their preschool teacher Annika at a table (See Figure 2). They have a poster in front of them on the table. The poster has a symmetrical square pattern with three types of squares: one starting square (“start”), bomb squares and number squares. The children call the poster “the map”. The numbers are either written as using digits or as dots from a dice. The children will use the map together with the Bluebot, which always moves in steps of 15 cm. The squares are 15 × 15 cm, in order to fit the Bluebot’s steps.

The children sit opposite to each other and the teacher Annika sits next to Frida. A deck of cards is placed next to the map. Each card has an addition task on it, which the children should calculate (for instance, 4 + 3 or 2 + 6). The deck of cards is turned upside down, so the tasks are not visible to the persons at the table. There is also a high plastic can with different colored figures in it.

The children are to take a card, complete the calculation and then program the Bluebot to move from the starting square to one of the squares with the answer in it (either to the square with a number or the one with the number represented by dots on one or several dice). The children need to find a way for the Bluebot to get to the right square without going through any of the bomb squares.

The sequence with Frida, Oskar and Annika is 11 min long and we have chosen to transcribe about 3 min where Frida will program the Bluebot, solve her task, and also conduct some debugging as part of solving the task. From this 3-min-sequence we present two specific sequences as debugging together with their respective analysis.
Sequence 1: The first debugging sequence starts with Frida solving her task and saying she needs to go from the starting square to the number five on the map. Annika wants her to present the route she is planning to take and program the Bluebot to go there. Frida starts moving her finger from the start but stops herself saying “uh” and looks at Annika, surprised.

Annika: (Whistling a bit) Right at that one! (Pointing at the bomb)
Frida: [Pointing with her hand to the other direction up to the same number five
[I want to go like that
Annika: [Can you go there?
[Pointing at a square with a bomb

Frida shows her intended route from start to number five by pointing and looking at the path. She does, however, not notice the bomb, which will make the Bluebot (virtually) explode. Annika’s utterance “Right at that one!” as well as her pointing at the bomb can be understood as a multimodal comment to make Frida aware of the bomb in advance, before actually programming the Bluebot. Oskar is also looking at Annika’s pointing. Pointing, gaze and speech are here central modes used to socially establish the understanding around the bomb. For Annika the modes can be understood as ways to relate the bomb to learning programming, while the multimodal comments for Frida can imply making meaning around the bomb.

When Frida notices the bomb, she says:

Frida: [Ahhhhh
[Pulling back her hand and pointing at the starting square
Annika: So now you’ll have to rethink

Sequence 2: After this Frida starts from the beginning again and points with her hand in the other direction to the same number five. She gets a positive response from Annika who says “that is the way you can go”.

Frida takes the Bluebot, puts it at the start square and turns it in the direction she wants it to move. She starts to program it by pressing the buttons on the Bluebot. It takes around 30 s, and she says that
she is going to turn around, and at the same time pressing the button, which turns the Bluebot to the right. Oskar, her fellow programmer sitting towards her, first points and then says:

Oskar: No that makes it very hard [at the bomb
[pointing at the square with the bomb
[Frida makes a grimace towards Oskar

Oskar: You will hit the [bomb
[takes his hand down and looks at the bomb

Frida looks at the Bluebot while lowering her shoulders and making a grimace, as Oskar says there are too many “one” referring to Frida having pressed the forward-arrow too many times. Frida starts counting and pointing at the squares, one at a time, while simultaneously counting “one two three four five”. Oskar continues:

Oskar: You needed a turn, you ne[eded (whispering) a turn

Frida: [that one?
[looking at Annika

Annika tells Frida that she can try. Frida looks at the Bluebot keeping her hands by the buttons, and Annika tells her to press the “go” button when she feels she is ready with the program. At this point Oskar, who has not said or moved his body much so far in response to Frida’s programming, notices the mistake she is about to make, having pressed the button making the Bluebot move forward too many times. Before making her aware of this verbally he points and looks at the square for which she is currently planning the next programming step. Frida’s grimace can be understood as a disapproval of his utterances. Oskar continues and stresses the fact that she will touch the bomb saying—“too many one”. He also continues pointing and looking, while also giving verbal comments. Despite the disapproval, Frida starts counting. At this time, Oskar is also presenting a possible solution to Frida, by saying that she needs a turn, but Frida instead turns to Annika to get her approval. Annika does not give her any particular advice and Oskar does not say anything else. Here the mistake that is about to happen creates a social situation, where Oskar multimodally tries to establish socially shared meaning around the upcoming mistake. He is making the correct analysis, but Annika’s agenda is probably to let Frida make her mistakes and by doing so Frida gets to make new meaning around programming.

The excerpt above can also be seen as an example of early pair programming, which is a common way of developing programs in both learning and industry. Frida is the driver, who is controlling the Bluebot, whereas Oskar is the navigator, analysing the program, coming up with suggestions and helping Frida in solving the problem at hand (get the Bluebot to move to number five). What is missing in this particular situation, however, is a social contract, in order for Oskar’s contribution to making meaning around programming to also be paid attention to.

Frida then presses the go-button.

Frida: [No!
[Lifts her hand as to say stop to the Bluebot

Annika: [Ohhh
[Lifts her hands to the Bluebot as to take it

Frida: [Laughs nervously
[_puts her hand to her mouth and putting her hand over her mouth
[Looks at Annika
Oskar stretches his body so that he can see. Annika lifts the Bluebot and imitating a bomb sound says “now it exploded”, while keeping the Bluebot in her hand. Frida stretches to get the Bluebot, but Annika takes it away letting the program continue running in her hand. Then she says to Frida that they need to rethink the solution.

Here Frida’s solution makes the Bluebot hit the bomb. Her saying “no!”, lifting her hand, laughing nervously and looking at the teacher can be understood as if she is showing in a multimodal way that she understands that there is a problem. This is then established by Annika’s comment and her taking the Bluebot. Oskar is including himself more in the sequence by stretching his body, but neither Frida nor Annika says anything with regard to Oskar’s correct analysis. This might be due to the preschool culture suggesting that saying the words “you were right” or “you were wrong” is difficult. The participants in this sequence all see that the program had an error in it, but Oskar’s analysis could have been confirmed and discussed—“how can we correct this”—in order for him to also strengthen his thinking.

After this, Frida changes to another strategy for programming the Bluebot, with some help from Annika. She now physically moves the Bluebot from square to square according to the route that she wants it to take, while at the same time pressing the button representing the respective move. This strategy is somewhat less abstract and makes programming more concrete and for some children this may be easier to grasp. She completes the program this way and then presses “go” from the start square to see if she has succeeded. When the Bluebot approaches the bomb that it ran into the last time she puts down her hand as to stop it from going there again, as if she did not really trust the program she had just created. The Bluebot does turn according to the plan and Frida happily looks at Annika as the Bluebot moves forward on its path and reaches number five. Annika looks at Frida saying “Well done, Frida!”. Now it is Oskar’s turn to complete the same kind of task.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

The aim of this article has been to broadly elaborate on how programming can be understood as a new activity in preschools, with a specific focus on debugging as one of the phases involved in learning to program. The research question How can debugging as part of teaching and learning programming be understood as multimodal learning? has guided the analysis and the presentation of the data.

Programming in preschool can be seen as focusing on playful learning, where children can use their imagination while developing their problem-solving skills. The children in our study showed interest in the programming activities and exhibited both patience and willingness to follow the teacher’s instructions. This is in line with previous research, which found that preschool children often find programming activities attractive and engaging [3] and something they explore in a playful and curious manner [20].

The children also communicate and cooperate when solving different problems together, they explain their reasoning to each other and draw conclusions. These are all important skills according to the Swedish ECE curriculum. In their study, Levy and Mioduser [20] also showed how this, for instance, resulted in children making plans and predictable actions in order to make the robots act in a desired way. The children in our study were able to solve the programming problems at hand despite their young age, a result that corresponds to the findings by Toh et al. [15] and Bers et al. [16]. The type of planning involved became particularly notable in example 2, where the children were able to solve the problems at hand despite their young age, a result that corresponds to the findings by Toh et al. [15] and Bers et al. [16].

Through programming, opportunities are created to develop understanding of mathematical concepts in space perception, such as forward, backward, right and left directional words. It is also about seeing and repeating patterns and breaking down structures in smaller parts. When programming, there is an advantage to see which code is repeated, in order to avoid repeating the same sequence several times.
Our study can be described as a case study, building on two examples of debugging and based on a multimodal analysis. Since debugging is considered a central feature in learning to program, focus is here put on how debugging is carried out. We found a number of debugging sequences in the material and chose to present two in the text. The reason for including these two examples was to establish a closer understanding of the multimodal micro-processes involved when engaging in programming—and in particular debugging—activities. Here a multimodal perspective has been useful in order to unravel these micro-processes, showing the complexity of communication around certain learning contents.

The results have pointed out some differing perspectives in debugging practices at preschool level. First, the person initiating and driving the debugging process differs. While some sequences were clearly teacher-initiated, meaning that the teacher identified the problem and made the children aware of it, some were also children-initiated. In the same manner, the debugging process that followed could be teacher-driven, child-driven or a combination of these. In some sequences, the children continued driving the process after the teacher had pointed out the problem, which is positive as it indicates that children can understand the workings of the program, analyze it and come up with solutions on their own or together with their peers. For future studies, it would be interesting to instruct the teacher to not interfere in the programming “too soon”, but instead see whether, and if so, how and when, the children find the mistakes themselves.

Second, the results from these two examples suggest that debugging unfolds differently in analogue and digital programming sessions. Naturally, no general conclusions can be drawn from two examples, but the differences are still interesting as they, for instance, can guide teachers and teacher educators in planning and executing different types of programming activities. In the analogue session, debugging took the form of a negotiation, in order to find the answer. This might be due to the fact that personal understanding and experience of the problem domain at hand can lead to children having different views on how certain things are done. This was particularly notable in the example of getting dressed, where children are used to putting on clothes in different order. This is also the case for most of the everyday tasks we go through—we probably do most things, from brushing our teeth to making a sandwich, in slightly different ways. This is, however, also the case in “real” programming, where there is seldom only one way of solving a problem or implementing an idea. Instead, we can have different programs that lead to the same result, but the way in which this is accomplished differs. Simple activities like these, conducted at an early age, hence have similarities with “real” programming as well. Similarly, the discussion on when to put on panties and underpants ended up in the decision on having them side by side, as which one you put on depends on who you are. This also builds the basis for later talking about conditionals (if-statements) and conditions in a programming context.

The digital programming sequence, and here with a focus on debugging within the sequence, describes how the children and their teacher work both with debugging as part of learning a content, but also how debugging is established socially as a multimodal activity. The analysis shows how debugging here, similarly to in the analogue situations, is initiated by both the teacher and the children. The teacher initiates debugging by using an indirect way—by pointing or through a verbal comment. The children use pointing and verbal comment in a more direct way, focusing on the mistake that was going to take place. Compared to debugging in the analogue activity, the digital situation is more of a negotiation of how it should be handled socially. In our example of digital debugging, there is not so much focus on whether the debugging is correct or not, but rather on how it socially is handled. Nevertheless, there is less negotiation space on what is right or wrong in digital settings, such as the one here, as the children have a limited set of instructions to work with and the evaluation of whether the program is correct or not is done by a machine (the robot) and not by a peer.

Artefacts are central to programming and hence also to both analogue and digital debugging. As noted above, we can have both instructional artefacts (instructions in the form of arrows, images, symbols, etc.) In addition, we have programmable artefacts, which are controlled by the instructional
artefacts. In the analogue example, the programmable artefact was the children themselves or an imaginary robot, whereas the clothing cards were instructional artefacts. In that example, the instructional artefacts were clearly more important than the programmable one. In the digital debugging sequence on the other hand, the programmable artefact, the Bluebot, was much more visible and central to the activity. On top of its back, Bluebot has a limited set of instructional artefacts in the form of seven buttons: four arrows for directions, one goes, one empty, and one pause. These artefacts describe what the Bluebot can do, or more specifically what instructions we can make it execute. These have a certain meaning related to programming, which is central to making meaning in the video sequence. Without those instructions, meaning making around programming would be very different. Bateman, Carr and Gunn [17] also pointed out how “physical props”, that is, in our terms “artefacts” support children's learning processes. In our case, both the physical programmable artefacts and the instructional artefacts connected to it are affordances for the analogue and digital debugging sequences to happen, giving the participants certain meaning-making possibilities, and also pre-creating some modes to be established.

The focus on the artefacts, and the modes made around it, have implications for teachers. The results presented in this article show that debugging is carried out multimodally, with pointing and looking as central modes accompanied by speech. The social orchestration happens around the artefact, meaning that the artefact, its affordances and the possibilities for children to make meaning multimodally around the artefact are central to debugging.

Focusing on debugging brings up quite uncommon aspects in Swedish preschools. There is a tradition in Swedish educare not to focus on children's mistakes or what is right and wrong according to certain norms. Swedish preschools are very child centred and children are encouraged to try and retry as a means of learning and developing. Children are met with patience and this can be understood historically, as the predominate paradigm is based on a strong implementation of a child perspective. To focus on debugging implies to focus on mistakes, in a context that has traditionally been very untrained in handling mistakes explicitly.

The results presented in this paper contribute to the current knowledge about programming with young children. While many incorporate programming in their preschool activities, the number of studies on programming with small children is still very limited. Empirical studies are needed in order to guide teachers in designing and planning the activities in ways, such that the children have the best opportunities to learn. Based on our analysis, we can for instance make the following quite practical observations:

- The analysis unfolds communication as multimodal, and not putting language in the center or as the ‘driving force’ for communication and learning. This is important for the teacher to keep in mind both when planning and conducting teaching. Knowledge on how communication is multimodally practiced gives teachers new opportunities to trust that learning can take place also without written or spoken language.

- Several programming related practices and concepts can be used and described in ECE. For instance, children in our examples were dealing with instructions, sequences and conditionals. The children in the second case also exhibited a pair programming like approach. The teachers, however, did not use programming terminology in the situations. By using the correct terms, preschool activities could play an important role in conceptualizing programming already at an early age. This, naturally, requires professional development for the teachers, as the overwhelming majority has no previous programming background.

- In order for children to find their own errors and thereby practice, for instance, their logical thinking skills, teachers should not intervene “too soon” when they realize that a program will not work. Programming is about “learning by doing”, and making mistakes is an important part of this process.
Even though the sample is limited, this case study contributes valuable insights about multimodal analysis that can be used by researchers in other studies, as well as by ECE teachers when planning their programming activities and teacher educators when designing professional development for pre- and in-service ECE teachers.
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